John Kent Harrison's
The Way of the Willow

It was in 1979 that the south-east Asians were adrift, destination unknown. The news media did its best to illustrate the horrors of the condition of these "boat people." Civilized nations had no choice but to open their doors and accept their filth. Harrison, a Canadian documentary filmmaker, adopted a refugee sponsorship program which encouraged private individuals and groups to assume responsibility for integrating these people into a new environment. The task was monumental and deeply touched the lives of many people across Canada who responded to the call.

One of these sponsors, screenwriter John Kent Harrison, then a teacher in Concordia University's film program, turned the experience into a film project for himself and his students. With the help of other faculty members they produced a professionally competent film called The Way of the Willow.

The film is superb. It captures the very essence of the refugees' experience of their first days in the new world. The Way of the Willow is a half-hour dramatic film which shows how difficult it is for the refugees "to learn how to bend like the willow in a storm" - which is the only way they can survive in their new surroundings. Harrison's film shows both the strength required and the pain involved in this transition to the Canadian culture with an elegance that moved me even more than did my own six weeks of intensive research into the refugee sponsorship program. And in the course of that research I learned all the loss of friends and family in transit, the psychological problems, the fears, the uncertainty, the bad teeth, the language problems, and the enormous difficulty of having to learn an entirely different history and language. This last was made more difficult by the Canadian lifestyle. But it was while watching the film that, for the first time, tears of emotion wet my face as I actually felt some of the despair that the film depicts.

We share the experience of the Tran family: Hung the father, Anh the mother and Huw the three-year-old son. Having survived the horrendous ordeal of the boat, the pirate, the refugee camps and the loss of their young son, the family arrives at Canadian immigration to have their fate sealed as permanent residents of Canada. They spend their first night in an army barracks and as they get up in the morning Anh asks Hung if they are free. Hung doesn't know, but the audience knows enough about their own culture to understand that while they are legally free it may be a long time before they will feel really free.

Hung's need to keep one foot planted firmly on his belongings as he takes the mandatory morning shower, despite his physical exhaustion serves as a perfect illustration of the suspicion he necessarily feels as a result of his sleepless nightmares.

Having been warned by the Immigration officials - a sympathetic and kindly woman who recognizes the tremendous need of these people but is powerless to do much about it - of Anh's psychological problems because of the loss of her son, the Renshaw's Canadian sponsors, take the Tran's to their new apartment.

We see Anh locked in an incomprehensible world, failing repeatedly to find her way. All the plastic bowls in the apartment are lined up neatly on the counter filled with the precious water she is saving from the incessantly dripping faucet in the kitchen sink.

The beautiful mural of a Vietnamese village which she paints on the wall of the apartment brings down the wrath of an28 angry landlord. Her efforts to buy shrimp to feed her family only confirm her inability to understand how the Canadians use money.

In the climax of the story she comes face to face with her own ultimate failure - an inability to secure the well-being of her only remaining son.

Her desperation is crystallized as she wanders hopelessly out of the Montreal General Hospital totally oblivious to the snow on her icy bare feet. Our hearts go out to her as we too understand that she can never go back to where her heart is, and that she has a long row to hoe before life will be bearable again.

Some of the striking things about this film is its distinctively Canadian flavour. The profound influence of our documentary tradition makes this drama an interesting observation of a problem that we seem to be watching life itself unfold. The only problem that I experienced with the film was that the Canadian sponsors, the Renshaw's, are so Canadian as to be almost clichéd - well-meaning, empathetic, practical, but somehow ineffective and strangely inappropriate.

George Renshaw's clown act in the hospital scene as he tries to make Huw laugh seems pathetic in its lack of sensitivity to the boy. His attempts to attract the Canadian's attention to the relationship between refuge and sponsor.

I can only assume that it was Harrison's innate Canadian modesty which prevented him from tutoring the Canadian sponsors on just a little. While I am sure of the truth of his portrayal of the Renshaws I would also maintain that it isn't the only truth.

Last summer I was involved in a research project which evaluated the refugee sponsorship program across Canada. I found it remarkable how much the Canadian sponsors actually did themselves in terms of time, money and love to assist their refugee family. Somehow I believe that the film was re displ papering an attempt at the fact that the Canadian sponsors played an effective role in helping the refugee families to weather this storm by teaching them which way to bend.

Despite this, the cast and crew of The Way of the Willow have created a sensitive, memorable and worthwhile film which accurately portrays the refugees' first experience of Canada - their home, but non-native land.

Kate Jansen
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Our Children Are Our Future

An alarming proportion of native children in Canada end up in the care of the state; many of them are adopted by white families and sent to schools where there are no other native children. When they reach adolescence, a sense of rootlessness and despair pushes them towards delinquent life-style.

The story of the breakdown of native culture in the wake of industrial society is a familiar one. This documentary by independent filmmaker Tony Snowstill, whose previous work includes The Man, the Snake and the Fox, is a familiar one. This documentary by independent filmmaker Tony Snowstill, whose previous work includes The Man, the Snake and the Fox - an Indian legend, and To Talk With Dignity in which native actors portray white reactionaries is more carefully researched and sensitively directed than most CBC and NFB productions on the subject. It is, instead of making generalizations and quoting statistics, the film deals in depth with two individuals caught in the system.

Michael, 20 years old, is a Cree from Northern Saskatchewan, serving a two-year sentence for armed robbery. In his comfortable suburban home his adopted family treated him as though he were their own son. Against the stark background of his jail cell he speaks of his confusion and shows the marks of his shaving. His story is contrasted with that of Chip, a Blackfoot child from Southern Alberta who was adopted by a family on the reserve. He is shown in his new home where they speak the native language and he is taught the folklore and dancing at an early age. He is being brought up in an extended family situation - where in old people are teachers who pass on the traditions of the past to the young.

A sequence shot on a reserve shows what life is like when Chip and his government built housing is so inadequate that most families could not afford the minimum requirements of Children's Aid. The houses are overcrowded and there are few employment opportunities for the parents, leading to many of the same social problems encountered by unemployed people in the south.

In the powerful opening sequence a speaker at an Indian Child Caravan rally in Vancouver points an accusing finger at the camera noting that the loss of children to a child welfare system which denies them their heritage.

The two stories are dramatically interwoven without the use of any moralizing narration. The dilemma of the white family is presented sympathetically and the audience is left to draw its own conclusions. The process by which justice often contributes to the problem rather than relieving it is shown in a recording of a court case in which a native social worker argues unsuccessfully against a Children's Aid representative that an Indian mother should be allowed to keep her family together.

Alan Collins
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Our Children Are Our Future is a film examining the experiences of some 300 Indian children in four Indian settlements in Ontario.

The film presents clear evidence of the need for better social work and better child care facilities on the reserve. There is also a need for more Indian communities to support the opening of Our Children Are Our Future with an Honour drum song. The film shows the ability of native people to confront social problems through their own initiative.
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